ArtY2—Animal Print - Using polystyrene tiles to etch in
a print. Dip dying and plaiting.
Y1—Printing footprints using stamps and potatoes.
D & T–
Y2— Textiles—sewing and choosing materials.
Y1—Food—Cutting and preparing a fruit salad.
Music Make music from rubbish (Stomp!)
 ‘Recycle it, Recycle it!’ Song
Y2—Controlling long and short sounds. Identifying
the beat in music.
Y1 –Creating sounds—loud and quiet/high and low
Making a sequence of long and short sounds.
PEY2 - Gymnastics—Using a beam and springboard.
Jumping and landing correctly.
Outdoor—dribbling, kicking and hitting.
Y1— Gymnastics—getting out the equipment and
using it safely
Outdoor—skipping skills, ball skills
PHSE– (Y1 and Y2)
Class pledge
Work on being energy stars—helping our planet.
Discussing our feelings using Eco texts.
Understanding the consequences of actions in relation to the environment.
Questions for Eco Council and related organisations
(e.g. Severn Trent and The Recycling Centre)
Recycling— packaging, signs
Debating environmental issues
RE- (Y1 and Y2)
Stories Jesus told and the creation story
Stories from other religions

GeographyY1 and Y2- Energy sources, litter/ recycling, deforestation/ endangered species. Reuse, Reduce, Recycle.
Using compass directions. (Y2 only) Looking at hot and cold areas of the Earth. Identifying continents and
oceans.
History-History behind extinction— The Dinosaurs. Timelines and differences between now and then.
Science- Y2—Plants—planting a seed in relation to ‘The Lorax’ and monitor growth.
Living things and their habitats—discussing how animals adapt to their environment and identifying their
habitats.
Y1— Seasonal Change—The seasons, The Sun, Shadows, The Weather.
Plants—The differences between deciduous and evergreen, labelling parts of a plant.

Y1/2 Spring 2016
Save our planet!
Entry Points
Watch ‘The Lorax’ and show shocking pictures
of pollution and environmental damage.
Visits/Events
Visit to Peak Wildlife Park.
Visit from Severn Trent Water to discuss how
to use less water.
Visit from Council to discuss recycling.

Challenge
Eco Presentation to parents—Monday 21st
March
Litter picking in the community
No Power Hour
Walk to school day

Maths (Topic links)
Making graphs from traffic survey.
Sorting on a Carroll Diagram and Venn
Diagram.

Literacy
Non chronological reports— endangered
species, pollution and caring for our
environment.
Different stories on a similar theme—
Michael Foreman texts—’Dinosaurs and all
that rubbish’ and ‘One World’
Dear Greenpeace
Dr Seus books—The Lorax
Poetry —eco theme—expressive and
performance poetry.
Explanations— on how to recycle.

ICT– Y2 Multimedia/ photo story—using
digital cameras—write a story on how to be
energy stars. Making a video—Eco Friendly
advert.
Y1— Photography and Video

SMSC and British Values (Y1 and Y2)
Learning how to save and respect the planet/
our world. Recycling—looking after our
future. Creation story—the awe of nature.
Working together to save the planet.
Making a class pledge.

